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Abstract- -Us ing a molecular aggregate approach and classical molecular dynamics type formulas, 
a method that can be used to simulate the motion of fluid drops within fluids is described through a
detailed study of a prototype problem, the motion of carbon dioxide bubbles in water. The resulting 
equations are solved numerically. The rise of the bubbles and the motion of the water near the 
bubbles are described. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Fluid drops have been the subject of many studies by mathematicians, engineers, and scientists 
(e.g., see [1-9], and the references contain therein). The continuum approach as dominated and 
many of the modern studies use the Navier-Stokes equations. However, surface tension, which is 
fundamental to the physics of fluid drops, is not a consequence of the Navier-Stokes equations; 
thus, these important partial differential equations for studying fluid behavior are not directly 
applicable to viable continuum models for liquid drops [10]. 
The molecular aggregate approach presented in this paper will be different from continuum, 
Navier-Stokes simulation, in that molecular-type force formulas will be incorporated into the 
model; thereby, artificial addition of surface tension to the model will not be necessary. 
In this paper, we will develop a molecular aggregate approach [11], called Particle Modeling 
or Quasimolecular Modeling, to simulate a two-dimensional study of carbon dioxide motion in 
water. The methods and concepts presented can be extended irectly to the three-dimensional 
case of fluid drops within fluids. 
2. FORMULAT ION OF PARTICLE FLUID MODELS 
We use cgs units in this and all succeeding sections, unless otherwise specified. Force is mea- 
sured in dynes and energy is measured in ergs. The simpler term particle, rather than quasi- 
molecule, is used to represent an aggregate of molecules. Throughout, we must be careful to 
observe whether a discussion is for molecules or for particles. 
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For two water molecules, Pi and Pj, rij angstroms (A) apart, a simplistic lassical molecular 
potential ~(r~j) for the pair is given by [12] 
Lk r,, / k-7 -,j / j erg. (1) 
From (1), it follows that the force ~ on Pi due to Pj is 
[12(2.725) 12 6(2.725) 6] ~i dynes. (2) "~'(ro) = (1"9646)10-5 [ ~ ~ ] r,j 
The magnitude of the force in (2) is given by 
[12(2.725) 12 6(2.725) s" 
Fi(rij) = (1.9646)10 -5 / r 13 r. ~. (3) 
L iy ,~ 
In equation (3), Fi(3.059) = 0. Hence, 
= 3.059 ~ (4) 
is called the equilibrium distance for the force Fi. 
We now consider atwo-dimensional rectangular basin with base 36.708 cm and height 31.791 cm 
as shown in Figure 1, where we have superimposed an xy coordinate system on the basin. The 
rationale of choosing 36.708 cm and 31.791 cm as the base and height of the basin will be explained 
shortly. The basin lies in the upper half of the plane and is symmetrical bout the y axis. 
Y 
- 31 .791 
. . . . . . . . . .  I* -X  
-le s4 o 
F~e 1. Rectangular basin. 
Using the regular triangular building block shown in Figure 2, we now construct a regular 
triangular grid with edge length 1.2236 cm as shown in Figure 3. Our choice of 1.2236 cm = 
0.4(3.059) cm as the edge length is based on the angstrom easurement i  equation (4) for the 
purpose of simplifying later calculations. Similarly, our choice of the basin's base 36.708 cm = 
30(1.2236 cm) and the basin's height 31.791 cm = 30(1.0597cm) are based on the building block 
in Figure 2. The grid has 31 rows (16 with 31 grid points each and 15 with 30 grid points each) 
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Figure 2. Rectangular triangular building block. 
Figure 3. Basin triangular grid. 
and 946 grid points. The points are numbered 1-946, left to right on each row and bottom to 
top. At each of the grid points we now place a water particle. 
We now fill the basin with water molecules, but use equation (4) as the edge length of the regular 
triangular grid and water molecules are placed at the vertices of the resulting grid. The building 
block for this configuration is shown in Figure 4. Hence, the number N of water molecules in the 
basin is approximately 
N = (36.708)(31.791) 
(3.059) 10 -8 (2.649) 10 -8 
or 
N = (1.4401)10 i8. (5) 
CAHi~ 34:9-B 
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Figure 4. Regular triangular building block. 
The mass of a single water molecule is approximately (30.103) 10 -24 g. Distributing the total 
water molecule mass in the basin over the 946 water particles yields the mass of each water 
particle to be 
Mw = (1"4401)1018(30"103)10-24 
946 
or 
Mw = (4.5826)10 -s g. (6) 
We next assume that the magnitude of the local force F between two water particles, P~ and 
Pj, Rij cm apart, is given by 
G H 
F = ~j j  + . ,  (7) 
R~j 
where G and H are constants to be determined. Hence, from (7), the corresponding potential 
for the pair of water particles, P~ and Pj, is 
H 
¢(P~) = -Gln % + 2R--~2. (8) 
Now assuming that F = 0 at Pqj = 1.2236 cm, equation (7) yields the equation 
(1.2236)2G + H = 0. (9) 
Assuming zero kinetic energy and using equation (1), the potential energy E for the molecular 
system in the basin is approximately [11] 
e- -3  ~,__~ (1"9646)1°-1~ [\3.059/ - \3.059/ J 
or 
E = -(2.1219)105 erg. (10) 
Similarly, assuming zero kinetic energy and using equation (8), the potential energy of the 
particle system in the basin is approximately 
E = 3 ~ -a  1n(1.2236) + 2(1.~36) 2 
i--1 
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or 
E = -572.7G + 947.771H. (11) 
Equating (10) and (11), we get the equation 
E = -572.7G + 947.771H = -(2.1219)105. (12) 
We now solve equations (9) and (12) simultaneously, to get the values of G and H approximately 
as G = 106.537 and H = -159.507. Thus, (7) now becomes 
106.537 159.507 
F= p-----~. R.3. (13) 
g3 
Using equations (6) and (13) above, let the motion of a water particle P~ as it interacts with 
other water particles be determined by the dynamical equation 
M, d2~' 946 f106.537 159.507~ /~j, 
-~-  = -98OM~g+ ~ 
j-~l 
where 6" = (0, 1), a is the normalization constant, and the first term on the right-hand side is the 
gravity term. Thus, 
d2~ 946 / 9 ~ -980g+ ~ ~ / 2"32482109 3.48071 (14) 
d,2 = ~=1 k ~  ~ ,0 ) R,, 
j#i 
We choose a so that each particle Pi in the very top row of the configuration is supported 
completely by the local interaction with any particle that lies 1.05967 cm directly below it. Thus, 
we have 
2.32482 9 . [~10 _ (1.05967) 33"480 1 91 0 j = 980, 
which yields 
o~ ---- --(1.34)10 -6. (15) 
Hence, substituting (15) into (14), we get 
d2/~ -9806+ ~(  3115.264664.15~ / ,j 
dr2 = ~=i ~---;-- + R,~j ) ~" (16) 
Making the convenient change of variables 
T = 10t, (17) 
equation (16) becomes 
9,~ ( 46.6415~ .j 31.1526 d~ -9 .8~+~ ~ +  (18) dr2 = R,, ~ )~  
j----1 
Equation (18) is the one that will be used for actual computation. 
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F igure  5. H20 b~in  a t  T = 0. 
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F igure  6. H20 b~in  ~ T = 4. 
3. BAS IN  OF  WATER STABIL IZAT ION 
We let the b~in of w~er panicles seek its own stabilization in ~cord~ce with the d~icM 
~u~io~ in (18) ~d the lea~og method [11] ~ ~llows. 
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F igure  7. H20 bas in  a t  T = 20. 
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F igure  8. T r iangu lar  g r id  for CO2 par t ic les .  
The water particles in the basin are at the grid points of the regular triangular grid shown 
in Figure 3, where 1.2236 cm is the edge length of its regular triangular building block. Each 
of the water particles in the basin is assigned an initial random velocity of either +10 -T in 
the x direction in order to avoid symmetry. We use the dynamical equations in (18), the initial 
velocities, and the initial positions of the water particles to generate the motion of the particle 
system in the basin of water. We choose AT = 2(10-4). During the stabilization, each velocity 
is damped by the factor 0.1 after every 500 time steps, and particles are reflected ue to wall 
collision symmetrically with velocity damped by the factor 0.1. The results obtained are shown 
in Figures 5-7, where the stable basin of water is shown in Figure 7 at T = 20. 
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4. CARBON DIOXIDE BUBBLES AND THEIR  MOTIONS 
As we did for the water particles in Section 2, we now construct a model for the carbon dioxide 
bubbles and derive dynamical equations for describing their motions. 
In three dimensions at 0 ° C, CO2 gas has a density approximately 1/500 that of water [13]. 
Thus, in two dimensions, the density of CO2 gas will be approximately 500-2/3, or, approximately 
1/63 that of water. Therefore, using these results and (5), we place 
~3(N) = 6~(1.4401)18 = (2.28587)i0 le 
CO2 molecules in the basin. We next let the number ofCO2 particles inthe basin be 33, where 
these 33 CO2 particles are placed at the vertices ofa regular t iangular g id with edge length 
7.3416cm and height 6.358cm. This regular t iangular g id is shown in Figure 8. We chose 33 
for convenience. With this choice, we have sufficient CO2 particles to describe the rise of the 
bubbles and the motion of the water near the bubbles. The rationale of choosing the edge length 
7.3416cm and height 6.358cm of the triangular building block for Figure 8 is based on the 33 
CO2 particles for the purpose of evenly placing them in the basin. 
The potential ~b(r~j) for two CO2 molecules, P~ and Pj,rij ~ apart is given by [12] 
¢(r,j) = (i'132°51)I°-13 L / i=  " r , j  / (19) 
Thus, from (19), the magnitude of the force Fi of Pi due to Pj is given by 
12(4.07) 12 6(4.07)s" 
Fi(r~#) = (1.132051)10 -6 rl 3 rT.,j (20) 
From equation (20), F~(4.568) = 0. Hence, 4.568A is the equilibrium distance. Using these 
results, an approximate total molecular potential energy of the CO2 molecular system is given 
by 
E = 3 E (1"132051)10-13 
, - -1 \4"568l J 
or 
E = -1940.79 erg. (21) 
We assume that the magnitude ofthe local force F between two CO2 particles, P~ and Pj, P~j cm 
apart, is given by 
G H 
F = + (22) 
t~ 
where G and H are constants. Thus, from (22), the corresponding potential function ~b(/hj) is 
H 
~b(/h~) = -G In//~ + 2R-~.2j. (23) 
Assuming that /h i  = 7.3416cm is the CO2 particles equilibrium distance, equation (22). yields 
(7.3416)2G + H = 0. (24) 
The potential energy for the CO2 particle system in the basin is approximately 
E = 3 ~ -G  In(7.3416) + 2(7.~16) 2 
i=1  
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or  
E = -197.362G + 0.91838H. (25) 
Equating (21) and (25), we get 
-197.362G + 0.91838H = -1940.79. (26) 
The solution of equations (24) and (26) is G = 7.86185 and H = -423.746. Thus, (22) becomes 
7.86185 423.746 
F= P~----7 R3j (27) 
The mass of a CO2 molecule is (7.3585110 -23 g. Thus, the mass Me of a CO2 particle is 
Mc = (2"28587)1016(7"3585)10-23 
33 
or  
Me = (5.097110 -8 g. (28) 
The dynamical equation of a CO2 particle Pi as it interacts with other CO2 particle is given 
by 
33 
d2~ • _980Mc~+ c~ E {7.86185 423.746~ /tj, 
Mc"~ = ~, R,j R~j }-~'j" (291 
j= l  
From equat ions  (151 and  (281, equat ion  (29) y ie lds  
dt~ = j=1 /~'---'7 4- R3 j } ~.j. (30) 
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Figure 9. Initial CO2-H20 configuration, 
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Figure 10. T = 4. 
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Figure 11. T = 20. 
By equations (17) and (30), we get 
d2~ 33 ( 111.403~ /~.ii 2.06688 
-98~'+Z " - -  + (31) 
j f f i l  
Thus ,  the  dynamica l  equat ion  of a CO2 part ic le  P i  as i t  in teracts  w i th  o ther  CO2 par t i c les  is 
g iven  by  equat ion  (31). 
For  CO2-H20 par t i c le  in teract ion ,  we use a s imple  law of empi r i ca l  bond ing  in wh ich  the  local  
in teract ion  constants  are  averaged [12]. We also impose  a local  in teract ion  d i s tance  of  D = 
1.234 cm to  force local  in teract ion  only. The  choice of  D = 1.234 cm is based  on  the  edge length  
in F igure  2 for the  purpose  of  assur ing  one equ i l ib r ium d is tance  of  local  in teract ion  for the  water  
part ic les .  
F rom the  above  resul ts ,  we summar ize  the  dynamica l  approach  that  wil l  be  used  as follows. 
Let  P i  and  P j  be  any  two par t ic les  in the  s tab le  bas in  shown in F igure  7. The  mot ion  of  P i  is 
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F igure 12. T = 40. 
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F igure  14. T = 340. 
determined by the dynamical equation 
d~&dT' -- -9 .8~+ ~ -~-~# + /hi"  (32) 
j----1 
j#i 
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I f /~ j  > 1.234 cm, then  A = B = 0. I f  P~j _< 1.234 cm,  then  we determine  A and B as follows. 
I f  Pi  and  P j  are both  H20 part ic les ,  then  A = 31.1526, B = 46.6415; whereas ,  if  Pi  and  P j  are 
both  CO2 part ic les ,  A = 2.06688, B = 111.403. In  all o ther  cases A = 1/2(31.1526 + 2.06688) = 
13.6097, B = 1/2(46.6415 + 111.403) = 79.0223. 
For  the  CO~ bubb les  s imulat ion,  we proceed as follows. Cons ider  the  s tab le  bas in  of  H20 
par t ic les  in F igure  7. We assume that  33 of  the  946 water  part ic les  are now CO2 part ic les .  No 
changes  in pos i t ion  and  w loc i t ies  are made.  The  init ial  conf igurat ion  is shown in F igure  9. 
Us ing  the  init ia l  conf igurat ion  of  F igure  9, the  sys tem (32) was solved numer ica l ly  w i th  AT  = 
2(10 -4)  by  the  leap-frog formulas  th rough T = 340. The  result ,  wh ich  shows  the  emergence  of  
the  bubb les  f rom the  bas in,  is shown in F igures  10-14 at  the  ind icated  t imes.  
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Figure 15. Initial CO2-H20 configuration 
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Figure 16. T ---- 4. 
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F i~m'e  17. T = 6. 
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Figure 18 T= 12 
Finally, we set the 33 COs particles in the H20 basin in the he position shown in Figure 15, 
where the effect is to create a large compressed CO2 bubble. Using the system (32) with AT = 
2(10-4), the resulting motion is shown in Figures 16-21 at the indicated times. Figure 16 shows 
the immediate compression wave effect directly above the bubble at the basin surface. The figures 
clearly show the disintegration f the bubble as it rises. 
Figure 20 shows at T -- 6 only those H20 particles that were originally not above the bubble, 
and their formation into a wake below the COs bubble as it rises. Similarly, Figure 21 shows at 
T = 6 those H~O particles originally above the CO2 bubble, and how they have moved ownward 
toward the area vacated by the particles in the wake. A large rotational H20 motion is evident 
at this time. 
5. REMARKS 
Models with more particles, say 5,000, can yield more accurate information and more esthetic 
pictures, but require at present extensive supercomputation. However, models with fewer than 
500 particles can be studied easily with most available workstations. The computer we used was 
the ALPHA cluster, which is composed of two DEC AlphaServer 2100's (Model 500MP). 
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F igure  19. T = 240. 
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Figure 20. Wake flow at T = 6. 
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F igure  9.1. Ver t i ca l  f l ow o f  uppermost  par t i c les  a t  T = 6. 
ALl the gross motions obtained in the results of Section 4 were the results of Brownian type 
motions. Therefore, the upward CO2 motions were the result of both upward and downward 
oscillations, with the upward ones dominating. 
Since we have not defined turbulence, it is unreasonable to claim that portions of the basin 
motions were turbulent. A possible approach to such flows [14] would require the use of average 
velocity vectors and extensive graphs of the resulting velocity fields. This would require more 
sophisticated techniques than those employed in the present paper. 
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